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A World Divided

F

ar away was a world torn in two,
half dark and scary where it was
hard to move and breathe amid the
many flames. On this side of the world
there was an evil black swiss cheese
moon. On the other half of the world
it was light and bright with a sun like
a dandelion. This magical world was
made almost entirely of candy (save for
the Pizza City) and in it animals and
zombies lived harmoniously. It often
smelled like a mix between beautiful
flowers...and their fertilizer. A milk
river spotted with lollipop lillipads and
gummy frogs flowed between grape
mountains, a cotton candy tree forest,
and a snow covered pink hill. A bridge
over the river was home to dragons and
goblins and one glittery pink road led

to a massive pink house.
Many interesting plants dotted the
landscape including flowers that shot
juice if you squished the petals, plants
that grew french fries, patches of
people-eating plumber plants, plants
that grew blue scrunchies and could
turn your hair into an afro if you
touched it, a talking tree big enough
to live in, and a farting tree that grew
chicken nugget bucks.
Not to be outdone, the animals were
equally as interesting. There were
chocolate deer and bunnies that never
aged and could regrow any parts that
happened to be eaten off. There were
also two types of dragons- one helpful
who blew glitter and had pretzel horns,
the other had fire in their eyes and

often protected castles. Don’t forget
about the rainbow sloths and koalas
who gave warm hugs and loved taking
selfies and saying ‘I love you’.
A sweet network of rivers flowed
throughout the world, rivers of sugar,
syrup, and sports drink. There was a
chocolate waterfall with a mysterious
room behind it. One root beer river was
often dotted with ice cream float boats
and lollipop surfboards. Surrounding
the Water Kingdom was pixelated
water, a caramel lake, and special
healing water that healed all ailments.
There were many ways to get around
this world. There were horses and birds
with saddles that were especially good
for getting around the darkside. Each
person had access to a single-person jet
pack that they kept in their backyards,
there was a rocket you could ride, and
there were floating cars that has foam

in the bottom.
This fantastical world was home to
Erik Lightning Speed. He was very
thin, had light skin, braces, and white
hair sticking straight up. He was
quite clumsy, didn’t wear shoes, and
often slipped on the ice. His favorite
color to wear was navy blue and he
wore a beanie that had no pom. His
sword arms were tattooed with black
patterns, his nose was pierced, he had
a lightning bolt on his cheek, and he
wore hearing aids that also played
music. He had ice powers that shot
from his hands in shards, he was super
fast, and he could do double back-flips.
He couldn’t be seen on the dark side but
he was stuck there and couldn’t escape.
Bobbi Boi was Erik’s pet. He was a jetpack wearing giant dog with tan fur
and sharp teeth. He wore sunglasses
and a t-shirt that said, ‘SuperBobbi’.

He lived in the massive pink house and
had his own burger joint inside with
an arcade and a secret room made of
chicken nuggets. Bobbi was extremely
smart and could read minds, shoot
lightning from his teeth, and do tons of
back-flips in a row.
Queen Dawna and King Dusk also
lived on the dark side in a castle with
a secret underground lair protected
by gingerbread men. Dawna had dark
skin and long black hair and wore a
purple cloak. Dusk had pale skin, short
blonde hair, and wore a black cloak.
Both had dragon wings but preferred to
ride their dragons rather than fly. They
were the head of a secret organization
created with the quest to find all seven
lollipop rings that would allow them
to take over the world. They knew one
of those rings was somewhere in the
mysterious space hidden behind that

waterfall.
Hope Grace Johnson, or Spike, lived in a
pineapple behind the Queen and King’s
castle. She was shy with blue eyes,
thick arched eyebrows, blue braces, and
glasses. Due to an accident where she
lost her arm, she had a robotic arm that
shot lasers. Her greatest superpower
was being herself...and she was a SPY!
She was secretly Erik’s long lost sister
but pretended to be part of the Queen
and King’s secret organization.
One day Erik and Bobbi Boi were out for
a walk on the dark side trying to figure
out how to get Erik over to the light side
until they noticed a line of suspicious
people heading to the Queen and King’s
castle. There must be a meeting of their
secret organization! As they approached
the castle, Queen Dawna, King Dusk,
and Spike threw open the front doors...

